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As ‘particulars’ we count objects like computers, mountains, bicycles and scissors, as well 
as individuals like Plato, Socrates, and Aristotle. These are all reasonably well understood 
sorts of entities (at least, that is how they appear at first glance), which might lead one to 
conclude that so is their particularity. It is however doubtful whether studying the items 
just mentioned (from the point of view of their being particulars) informs us about the 
nature of particularity. For all these things, apart from being particular, are also concrete (in 
the sense that they are spatiotemporally located), complex (in the sense that they have 
other—particular—entities as parts), and natured (in the sense that they have—and hence 
are not—properties). Whatever ‘being particular’ amounts to, it is most likely not restricted 
in this way. To see this, consider this alternative list of items, by most categorized as 
‘particulars’ or—at least—as ‘particular’: The Number Two, God, the state of affairs that 
Socrates is wise, the event that Plato is running, the redness of this apple, and Socrates’ 
frown. At least the first item on this new list is abstract not concrete, the fifth and sixth 
are plausibly understood as properties, not objects (so-called ‘tropes’), and at least the third 
and fourth are neither objects nor properties. Add to this the idea that there are ‘thin’ 
particulars or ‘non-qualitative properties’ (sometimes called substrates, sometimes 
haecceities), and what ‘being a particular’ amounts to becomes even further removed from 
what typically characterizes the ordinary objects and individuals on our first list.  
 
Various distinctions must in other words be kept apart. To be a particular is to be a non-
universal. But to be a non-universal should not be equated with being a non-property (so 
as not to rule out particular properties, or tropes); it should not be equated with being 
necessarily spatiotemporally located (so as not to rule out abstract particulars); it should 
not be equated with being or having a nature (so as not to rule out thin particulars); and it 
most likely should not be equated with being either an object or a trope (so as not to rule 
out e.g., states of affairs, events, or even Platonic Forms).  Indeed, one of the interesting 
things about particularity—one that makes it reasonable to think that it captures 
something very fundamental about (some of) reality’s inhabitants—is precisely that it cuts 
across all of these distinctions.  
 
In the literature, the distinction between particular and universal has been understood in 
various ways: in terms of exemplification (particulars exemplify, but are not exemplified); 
in terms of the functioning of terms with the help of which particulars and universals are 
picked out (particulars are picked out by terms in subject position); in terms of 
completeness (particulars, unlike universals, are ‘complete’ entities); in terms of their 
relation to space-time (particulars cannot exist in more than one position in space at each 
moment in time); and in terms of similarity (particulars do not obey the Identity of 
Indiscernibles, and so can be distinct yet exactly similar). Adopting any one of these 
accounts of the distinction (with the possible exception of the last one) means having to 



understand one or more of the items on our second list as non-particulars. For this and 
related reasons, there is no real consensus on what makes something a particular. 
 
 
1. Particulars as non-universals: Exemplification 

The most natural way to understand what it is to be a particular is as the opposite of what it is 
to be a universal. That this distinction—between particular and universal—makes sense, 
both in itself, and of what it distinguishes between, is mostly simply assumed. Exceptions 
to this rule include MacBride (2005), who argues that the distinction is often affirmed in 
the absence of compelling grounds; Ramsey, who thinks this is a distinction “devoid of 
connotation” (1925: 416); and Austin, who points out that, if we find fault with the entities 
posited on either side of the ‘divide’ (like when nominalists reject the existence of 
universals), what we ought to conclude is that “what is spurious is not one term of the 
pair, but the antithesis itself” (1962: 4). 
 
The distinction between particular and universal is often made in terms of exemplification. 
Particulars are entities that exemplify properties, but that are not themselves exemplified 
by anything, and universals are entities that are exemplified, but that do not exemplify 
(unless we allow for higher-order universals, in which case universals—again, unlike 
particulars—can both exemplify and be exemplified). This way of understanding the 
distinction has roots going back to Aristotle, who distinguished primary substances from 
everything else there is, precisely on the grounds that primary substances are not 
predicable or attributable to anything else (cf. his Categories and Metaphysics Z).  
 
During the first half of the 20th century, the idea was commonly expressed in terms of a 
(functional) difference between subject and predicate in atomic sentences (cf. e.g., Russell 
& Whitehead 1925). Subject terms—like ‘Socrates’—are terms of which other (kinds of) 
terms are predicated, but which are not themselves predicated of anything. And 
predicates—like ‘is wise’—are terms that are predicated of some subject, but of which 
nothing is predicated. The most famous critic of the idea that we can learn anything about 
the distinction between particular and universal by studying this supposed difference 
between subject and predicate was Ramsey (cf. Ramsey 1925; Simons 1991). To him, it was 
“as clear as anything can be in philosophy” that the sentences ‘Socrates is wise’ and 
‘Wisdom is a characteristic of Socrates’, “assert the same fact and express the same 
proposition” (1925: 404). From this he concluded that, since what functions as subject in 
the first sentence, functions as predicate in the second, and since what functions as 
predicate in the second sentence, functions as subject in the first, no interesting distinction 
can be drawn between subject and predicate and, hence, between particular and universal.  
 
Ramsey’s views have been criticized. First, because it is doubtful if ‘Socrates is wise’ and 
‘Wisdom is a characteristic of Socrates’ in fact “assert the same fact and express the same 
proposition” (Simons 1991). One reason to think they do not is that they seem to entail 
different ontological commitments: from ‘Wisdom is a characteristic of Socrates’, but not 



necessarily from ‘Socrates is wise’, does it follow that ‘Something is a characteristic of 
Socrates’. Another reason to doubt that the argument proves what Ramsey says it does is 
that, rather than ‘wisdom’ and ‘Socrates’ respectively, the predicate of the sentence 
‘Socrates is wise’ is ‘is wise’, and the predicate of the sentence ‘Wisdom is a characteristic 
of Socrates’ is ‘is a characteristic of Socrates’. But then these are not sentences in which 
subject and predicate have simply switched position. 
 
Other problems with understanding the distinction in terms of the 
exemplify/exemplified—or, indeed, the predicated/predicates—asymmetry include that 
this appears to rule out the possible existence of (necessarily) unexemplified universals 
(bad news for Platonic realism!). It also seems to conflate being a universal with being a 
property, thereby ruling out the possible existence of particular properties or tropes. 
Another problem is perhaps less obvious: if particulars are things that exemplify, but that 
are not themselves exemplified, what are we to make of particulars like the state of affairs 
that Socrates exists? States of affairs, at least according to e.g., Armstrong (1997), are worldly, 
yet propositionally structured particulars, partly constituted by their—possibly universal—
qualities. States of affairs do not exemplify universals. Rather, universals partly make up 
or constitute the state of affairs. Indeed, the same seems to be true of ordinary objects, at 
least on one theory of their nature. That is, if objects are entities (partly) made up from or 
constituted by their properties, they, too, fail to exemplify anything, yet objects are 
particulars if anything is.  
 
 
2. Particulars as non-universals: Completeness 

A closely related way of understanding the distinction—inspired by, but not identical to, 
the view on objects and concepts proposed by Frege (1951[1892])—takes particulars to 
be complete, and universals to be incomplete entities (or terms/concepts, if the distinction is 
understood in linguistic/conceptual terms).  
 
It seems reasonable to assume that this account of the distinction at least in part rests on 
ideas we have about properties as essentially of particulars, and, conversely, of particulars 
as ‘substantial’ and hence independent simpliciter. This arguably rules out the possible 
existence of tropes. In any case, this supposed asymmetry between particular and universal 
appears to be a false one. For, just as the universal is incomplete in the sense that it must 
‘belong’ to some particular, the particular is incomplete in the sense that it must ‘have’ 
some (universal) nature or other.  
 
One might think that a prima facie good thing about this way of understanding the 
distinction, is that, since it can be used to solve and important problem, adopting it can be 
independently motivated (MacBride 2005). The problem in question is that of “Bradley’s 
regress”. This regress is generated (at least according to Bradley 1930[1893]) as soon as we 
try to unite object with property to make-true sentences such as ‘Socrates is wise’. The 
truthmakers for this sentence cannot be just Socrates and wisdom. For both Socrates and 



wisdom could exist, yet it be false that ‘Socrates is wise’. What is needed is something that 
connects Socrates to wisdom such that what results is the state of affairs that Socrates is wise. 
But the problem is that, whatever relation or other connecting agent we add to Socrates 
and wisdom must be external to both, which means that it might exist and not join Socrates 
and wisdom. In order for the relation to do the uniting work for which it is introduced, 
another relation—one that sticks Socrates, wisdom, and our first relation together—is 
therefore needed. But, again, this new relation is external to its terms, which makes it 
equally unequipped to solve the problem. So we keep on adding relations. Yet, no matter 
how many relations we add, Socrates and wisdom remain disunited, and so we have failed 
to provide the requisite truthmaker for ‘Socrates is wise’. This problem is solved, says the 
proponent of the completeness account, if, although Socrates—because he is ‘complete’—
is independent of, and hence ‘external’ to, wisdom, wisdom—because it is ‘incomplete’—
depends for its existence on the existence of Socrates. Hence, wisdom—pace Bradley—
carries within itself the capacity to ‘bond’ with Socrates, which means that no relation is 
needed to do this job. Unfortunately for the proponent of the completeness account, this 
does not solve the problem, however. For, that wisdom is incomplete in the sense that it 
must belong to some particular is not enough to guarantee that it belongs to Socrates, and 
it is therefore not enough to make true ‘Socrates is wise’ (MacBride 2005). 
 
 
3. Particulars as non-universals: the spatiotemporal account 

Today, the most common way of making the distinction between universal and particular 
is probably in spatiotemporal terms. On this view, the universal is ‘multiply exemplifiable’, 
and the particular is not, by which is meant that the universal, not the particular, can exist 
‘fully’ in more than one position in space at each moment in time. Sometimes it is added 
that particulars, but not universals, “monopolize” their position in spacetime. By this is 
meant that no more than one particular can exist at each such position. The problem with 
this latter claim is, first, that there are some puzzles of material constitution—such as that 
of the lump of clay that makes up a statue of David—that seem to suggest that two or 
more particulars can exist in the same position at the same time. Worse, if tropes are 
counted among the world’s particulars, a great many particulars coexist in the way ruled 
out by the present suggestion.  
 
A common complaint against characterizing the distinction in terms of multiple 
exemplification is that this seems to rule out the possibility of non-spatiotemporal 
particulars and universals, thereby making non-spatiotemporal—abstract—entities neither 
particular nor universal (or, at least, thereby ruling out the possible existence of abstract 
particulars). The account also seems to rule out what some think are two perfectly 
respectable possibilities (Ehring 2011): spatially extended but spatially partless particulars 
(so-called extended simples) and time-travelling, but temporally partless (enduring) 
particulars. The former kind of entity exists (‘fully’) in each position of space over which 
it is extended. The latter, in travelling back in time, could happen upon itself. Both types 



of entities, then, although seemingly particular, would be categorized as universals on the 
present proposal.  
 
 
4. Particulars as non-universals: Identity of Indiscernibles 

A promising possibility, finally, is to understand the distinction between particular and 
universal in terms that relate to the so-called principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles. 
This principle, first explicitly formulated by Leibniz in his Discourse on Metaphysics 
(1991[1686]: Sect. 9), states that no distinct things can exactly resemble each other. This is a 
controversial principle, simply because it rules out what seems perfectly possible: exactly 
similar, yet distinct things (cf. Black 1952). The controversy concerns particulars, not 
universals, however. Universals—not particulars—respect the principle. That the 
distinction can be put in these terms has been suggested by e.g., Wisdom (1934) and 
Williams (1986). In Ehring’s words (2011: 32): “God could not make a Xerox machine for 
any universal, but he could make one that works for all particulars”.  
 
This way of separating particulars from universals has some definite advantages. Besides 
allowing us to count weird creatures like extended simples and ‘self-meeters’ as particulars, 
it also, and more importantly, avoids conflating ‘being particular’ either with ‘being an 
object’ or with ‘being concrete’. A potential worry for this view is that it could turn out 
that, in spite of appearances, particulars in fact obey the Identity of Indiscernibles. One 
reason to think they do comes from thinking of particulars as in part made up by the property 
of being self-identical. For then every particular would have one property unique to itself, and 
hence, no two particulars could exactly resemble each other. Against this view, one may 
object, first, that properties like that of being self-identical are not the right kind of 
property to fall under the auspices of the principle. Either because they are not intrinsic 
properties, or because they are not intrinsic in the right way (Ehring 2011). The objection 
also presupposes that particulars are ontologically complex and, hence, at least in part 
made up by their properties. But this prematurely rules out the possibility of there being 
‘thin’ particulars (discussed Section 5). A positive reason for thinking that particulars do 
not obey the Identity of Indiscernibles, finally, may be found in quantum mechanics. 
Given a certain interpretation of the state-dependent properties of e.g., bosons, two 
bosons in a joint symmetric or anti-symmetric state can have the same monadic and 
relational properties, in which case—as a matter of fact—the principle does not hold of 
things in the quantum domain (French and Redhead 1988).  

 
 
5. Particulars: Thick or Thin? 

In contemporary metaphysics there is a definite leaning towards nominalism, meaning that 
particulars tend to be viewed as the world’s basic building blocks, with universals—if they 
play any role at all—introduced to solve problems about particulars (such as that of 
accounting for their different respects of resemblance). This picture of the universe is quite 
different from that painted by thinkers in the early middle ages (and inspired by Aristotle). 



The then dominant view was that the world’s fundamental building blocks are universal 
essences, formed into individuals by accidental forms. This view came under heavy 
criticism by e.g., Peter Abelard (1079-1142)—sometimes credited as being the founder of 
nominalism—who argued that this makes nonsense of individuation. For, since 
accidents—just as much as essences—are universals, they lack the ability to turn the 
universal essence into an individual (cf. his Logical ‘ingredientibus’, translated in Spade 1994). 
And later, Duns Scotus (1265/66-1308)—who did not want to adopt Abelard’s 
nominalism, yet who did not want to end up in trouble with individuation—proposed that 
individuals be understood as constituted partly by their ‘common natures’, and partly by 
each their own haecceity, a ‘pure’ individuality or particularity (cf. his Ordinatio, translated in 
Spade 1994).  
 
To solve the problem of individuation by positing something which does the 
individuating, amounts to accepting a distinction between what we might call ‘thick’ and 
‘thin’ particulars. Thick particulars are ‘natured’. That is, they ‘have’ a nature, either 
primitively or in virtue of having properties (universals or tropes) as parts. Thin particulars 
do not have a nature ‘of their own’ but enter into the constitution of the (ontologically 
structured) thick particular together with its property-parts, either as the bearer of those 
properties or as a further—non-qualitative and particular—property. If thick particulars 
are primitively natured (i.e., if classic nominalism is true), that they are distinct, as well as 
the degree to which they resemble, is primitive and not further explicable (whether this is 
acceptable can of course be debated; for reasons to think it is not cf. Armstrong 1978).  
 
If thick particulars are ontologically structured, on the other hand, distinct objects are the 
same or different in virtue of the properties that make them up. This still leaves the 
proponent of ontologically structured thick particulars with the issue of their 
individuation. For although the properties which make up the thick particulars can account 
for their degree of resemblance, they cannot—at least not if they are universal—account 
for the fact that those particulars are distinct. This is where the thin particular comes in, 
yet thin particulars have been widely criticized. Most seriously, some have argued, thin 
particulars, in virtue of having the property of having no properties, are not even a possible 
type of entity. And even if a possible type of entity, others insist, the fact that the thin 
particular is ‘bare’ makes it unknowable and hence epistemologically objectionable. Indeed 
Locke, an early champion of the thin particular (which he called substance), described his 
posit as an “unknown support of qualities” and as “something, he knew not what” (Locke 
1996[1689], Book II, xxiii, §2).  
 
In response, proponents of thin particulars have argued, first, that saying of the thin 
particular that it has the property of having no properties does not—perhaps contrary to 
appearances—involve a contradiction. For what this means is that, although it bears 
properties, the thin particular’s existence is independent of the properties it bears. And, as 
Sider (2006) points out, saying this is not the same as saying that the thin particular has 
the essential property of not having any essential properties (which, again, seems 



contradictory). To think that it is, is to confuse sparse with abundant properties: thin 
particulars can have (sparse) properties, without thereby having the (abundant) property 
of having properties. Against the epistemological complaint, next, the proponent of thin 
particulars can respond that, since part of the ‘job’ of the thin particular is to individuate 
the thick particular, simply observing that here is one (thick) particular, and there is another, 
amounts to (indirectly) observing the thing which sets those two particulars apart. Indeed, 
according to Armstrong (1993), if the thin particular is understood, not as a particularized 
(non-qualitative) essence, unique to the thing it partly makes up, but as a ‘pure’ thisness and, 
hence, as ‘indistinguishably different’ from other thin particulars, then it is something with 
which we are in direct (perceptual) contact. For, “[e]ven in our most basic, most elementary 
perceptions we are aware of particulars, though of course particulars as having certain 
properties and relations, that is: particulars in states of affairs” (ibid: 434). 
 
For those who think of thick particulars as ontologically structured, yet who prefer not to 
posit thin particulars, finally, there remains the option of viewing thick particulars as made 
up from (bundles of) tropes. For tropes, in being primitively particular and primitively 
natured, seem able to do the job both of the thin particular and of the universal. Against 
this view, critics have argued that nothing can be both primitively particular and primitively 
natured (Hochberg 2001). Rather, the trope’s particularity and its (qualitative) nature 
require separate grounds in the trope, a fact that might be taken to entail that the trope 
theorist must accept the existence of thin particulars—in the sense of entities able to 
ground the particularity of individual tropes—after all. That tropes must be in this sense 
ontologically complex is however widely contested (cf. e.g., MacBride 2004).   
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